EZEE WOOD FLOOR
POLISH
Fast drying and easy to use
Offers protective coating to wood floors
Dries to a sheen

Product Information
DESCRIPTION:
EZee Wood Floor Polish has been designed to make the protection of wood floors quick and simple. Ideal for use on all
types of sealed/coated wood floors, including pre-finished systems. Please note: Not suitable for melamine flooring. If in
doubt, test product before full use. EZee Wood Floor Polish is easy to apply and is fast drying. It offers a durable protective coating and dries to a sheen to enhance the natural beauty of wood floors. Supplied in 1 litre containers for ease of
use.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Before application, ensure the floor surface is thoroughly clean and dry. Some surfaces may need to be lightly abraded to
form a ‘key’ for polish to adhere.
Apply EZee Wood Floor Polish evenly using a suitable applicator or mop. It is recommended that the first coat of polish is
kept approximately 6 inches away from the edge of floor to prevent build-ups.
When initial coat is dry (approximately 45 minutes), apply a second coat at a right angle to the first, this time ensuring all
floor surface is covered.
The polish film will harden for several hours after drying. For maximum results, the floor should be left as long as possible
before use, preferably overnight.
FLOOR MAINTENANCE:
It is strongly recommended that furniture feet are fitted with felt protectors to help protect your floor surface from
scratches, etc. Floors should be swept or vacuumed daily. As and when necessary, the floor can be spot or spray cleaned
using Granwax EZee Wood Floor Cleaner. EZee Polish may be applied as and when necessary, particularly in areas
subjected to heavy foot traffic. Periodically, it will be necessary to remove any build-up of polish using EZee Polish
Stripper before re-applying new coats of EZee Wood Floor Polish. Please refer to the appropriate product data sheets for
full information.
COVERAGE: Approximately 45m² per 1 litre
STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry place. Protect from frost. Keep out of the reach of children.
HEALTH AND SAFETY: For full health and safety information, please refer to the product Material Safety Data Sheet.

The information provided herein is correct to the best of our knowledge. No liability for any errors or omissions is accepted. You should satisfy yourself by
appropriate trials that the product is suitable for the intended use. Granwax Products Ltd can accept no responsibility for any loss as a result of any
person placing reliance on any material contained herein.
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